eLOIs - Process

1. ACCESS SHIPMENT DASHBOARD in My CMA CGM

2. SELECT SHIPMENT in Shipment Dashboard

3. CHOOSE DOCUMENT to sign

4. SIGN! And done...

Types of eLOIs currently available:
- COVID-19 Consignee Release Confirmation
- COVID-19 Shipment Release Confirmation
- LDI - Amending BL
- LDI - Delay in Transit
- LDI - Express (Tele) Release
- LDI - Non-endorsed bills
- LDI - Partial Release of Shippers/One Consignee
- LDI - Print BL at destination - Appendix A
- LDI - Print BL at destination - Appendix B

Signatures:
- Document Signed by: [Signature]
- Document Signed by: [Signature]
- Document Signed by: [Signature]